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ABSTRACT

In this work, an attempt has been made to explore numerically the thermo-fluidic transport process in a novel M-shaped enclosure filled with per-
meable material along with Al2O3-Cu hybrid nanoparticles suspended in water under the influence of a horizontal magnetizing field. To exercise
the influence of geometric parameters, a classical trapezoidal cavity is modified with an inverted triangle at the top to construct an M-shaped cav-
ity. The cavity is heated isothermally from the bottom and cooled from the top, whereas the inclined sidewalls are insulated. The role of geometric
parameters on the thermal performance is scrutinized thoroughly by changing the sidewall inclination, number, and height of the top inverted tri-
angular undulation under similar boundary conditions. The governing equations transformed into dimensionless form are solved by using a com-
puting code written in the finite volume approach. The analysis is conducted by considering a wide range of parametric influences like sidewall
angles (c), number (n), and height (d) of the top triangular undulations, modified Rayleigh number (Ram), Darcy number (Da), Hartmann num-
ber (Ha), and hybrid nanoparticle concentrations (u). Furthermore, the artificial neural network (ANN) technique is implemented and tested to
predict the overall thermal behavior of the novel cavity to predict new cases. The results revealed that the design of sidewall inclination (c) is an
important parameter for modulating the thermo-flow physics. The M-shaped cavity (compared to trapezoidal) reveals either a rise or drop in the
fluid circulation strength depending upon the magnitude of d, but the heat transfer rate always increases due to an increase in the cooling length.
The heat transfer increment is �61.01% as d increases. Single undulation with higher depth is the optimum choice for achieving improved heat
transfer (which may go up to �355.75% for d¼ 0.5 and c ¼ 45�). A decrease in Da or Ha causes a drop in the flow strength, which consequently
leads to a drop in the heat transfer rate. Furthermore, the concepts of ANN will help researchers predict the behavior for such complicated cavity
shapes with a multiphysics approach. This will save efforts as well as computing time for exploring the thermal behavior of any range of a dataset.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0082942

NOMENCLATURE

B magnetic fields (N A�1 m�2)
Da Darcy Number

Fc Forchheimer coefficient
g acceleration due to gravity (m s�2)
H cavity height /length scale (m)
Ha Hartmann number
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K porous medium permeability (m2)
n number of undulations

Nu average Nusselt number
P dimensionless pressure
Pr Prandtl number
Ra fluid Rayleigh number

Ram Darcy–Rayleigh number
t time (s)
T temperature (K)

u, v velocity components (m s�1)
U, V dimensionless velocity components
x, y Cartesian coordinates (m)
X, Y dimensionless coordinates

Greek symbols

a thermal diffusivity (m2 s�1)
b thermal expansion coefficient (K�1)
c sidewalls inclination (degree)
d amplitude of the undulations (dimensionless)
e porosity
h dimensionless temperature
l dynamic viscosity (N m s�2)
� kinematic viscosity (m2 s�1)
q density (kg m�3)
s dimensionless time
u hybrid nanoparticles’ volume fraction
w dimensionless stream function

Subscripts

a ambient
c cold
f base fluid
h hot

max maximum
s solid

I. INTRODUCTION

For designing/developing a thermal device, one of the key criteria
is the enhanced thermal performance along with superior thermal
management of the devices. In this context, buoyant convection is the
most economic and feasible technique for the thermo-fluid transport
process in many modern devices. Thus, a large number of research
works on buoyant convection can be found in the literature.1–3

Depending on the rising demand for improved heat transfer is another
major key objective for designing modern devices pertaining to the
thermal application. Accordingly, smart liquid-like nanofluids have
been developed to overcome the limitation of the conventional liquid
(ethylene glycol, water, or propylene glycol) heat transportability.
Nanoliquids are colloidal suspensions of nanosized metallic/nonmetallic/
metal oxide particles (NPs) in conventional carrier fluids. Due to
their higher thermal conductivity, the carrier fluid’s effective heat
transport ability improves. There is a substantial volume of research
on the application of nanofluids in diverse fields.4–7 Recently, smar-
ter hybrid nanofluids (obtained from a combination of scattering
two or more types of NPs in a carrier fluid) have been developed,

attracting the attention of several researchers due to their diverse
fields of application.8–13

Apart from the development in the efficient thermo-fluidic trans-
port process, proper control/management of the thermo-fluidic trans-
port process is another important aspect of modern devices. In this
context, the use of magnetizing fields (generated externally) is an effec-
tive means to modulate the fluid-flow velocity and thus to control the
transport process. Such a control feature is very important for the
design of various sophisticated devices. In this type of magneto-
thermal system/device, the magnetizing field interacts with suitable
electrically conducting fluids. Under such a situation, the involved
convective process is termed magnetohydrodynamics (MHD).14,15 In
general, the magneto-thermal system has a great influence on the
transport process and associated multiphysics. The involved flow
physics becomes complex in the presence of porous substances (pores
with solid materials).16 Magneto-thermal convection through porous
material has widespread applications in diverse industries such as,
material processing, nuclear reactors, MEMs, high-quality crystals
manufacturing, microfluidic devices, medical sciences, and other vari-
ous modern applications. Furthermore, with technological advance-
ment, magneto-thermal convection is utilized in modern biomedical
devices used in tumor and cancer treatment, targeted drug delivery,
gastrointestinal disorders control, complex bio-waste fluids transport,
separation of cells, magnetic endoscopy, etc.17–22

In general, several researchers have studied the thermo-magnetic
convection of nanofluid/hybrid nanofluid flows through porous struc-
ture extensively. These studies include convection in multiphysical sit-
uations for various regular geometries like rectangular, circular, square
or non-square, or curvilinear geometries.2,23–28 When the thermo-
fluidic transport process is coupled with irregular geometries or
boundaries, the situation becomes more intriguing, and the thermal
behavior near the boundaries is correspondingly modified markedly.
This happens due to an enlargement of the bonding surface, which in
turn influences the thermal as well as hydrodynamic boundary layers
near the curved walls. The analysis becomes more complex, challeng-
ing, and interesting in a multiphysical scenario. The different geomet-
ric parameters (such as the shape, size, orientation, and height of
geometry) play significant roles in the heat fluid flow along with the
associated heat transport characteristics. One interesting geometry is
that of a classical trapezoidal enclosure. Accordingly, a substantial
volume of work dealing with the buoyancy-induced thermo-fluidic
transport process has emerged in the recent past.29–32 When the
thermo-fluid flow is coupled with a multiphysical situation like porous
structure, nanofluid, or MHD, then the analysis becomes more
intriguing. In this context, Varol et al.33 studied the buoyant convec-
tion process in a fluid-saturated porous inclined trapezoidal cavity
heated and cooled at the sidewalls. They considered a Rayleigh number
¼ 102–103; cavity inclination¼ 0�–180�; sidewall inclination¼ 67�,
72�, and 81�; and aspect ratio¼ 0.5 and 1.0. They found that the cavity
inclination is more influential on the thermal behavior compared to the
sidewall inclination. The bottom-heated side-cooled porous trapezoidal
cavity has been examined by Basak et al.34 for a sidewall inclination
angle of 45�, 60�, and 90�; different ranges of the Darcy number
(Da¼ 10�6–10�3); and Prandtl numbers (Pr¼ 0.015–1000) at a modi-
fied Rayleigh number, Ra¼ 106. In this study, it is observed that
trapezoidal cavities with an inclination of 60� may be a superior
choice for optimal thermal behavior. Considering porous trapezoidal
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enclosures (with wide top), double-diffusive buoyant convection has
been studied by Al-Mudhaf et al.35 Aparna and Seetharamu36 studied
the effect of sinusoidal bottom heating (cooling at the top) on thermal
convection in a trapezoidal cavity (with wide base) packed with porous
material considering a lower range of Ra¼ 102–2� 103 (with a fixed
sidewall angle of 55�). In a recent study, Venkatadri et al.37 analyzed
the thermal radiation effect on buoyant convection in a bottom-heated,
inclined top wall-cooled trapezoidal enclosure filled with air (Pr¼ 0.7).
They found that the radiation parameter and buoyancy effect are the
key parameters influencing the heat transfer performance. A study on
buoyant convection in trapezoidal enclosures has also been conducted
by considering water-based carbon nanotubes and micropolar fluid-
filled right-angled trapezoidal cavities,38,39 a Casson fluid-filled locally
heated trapezoidal cavity (with wide base),40 and a Cu-water trapezoi-
dal cavity (with wide base) heated at the left and cooled at the right.41

In other classes of works, the effect of magnetic fields on buoyant con-
vection has been studied by considering bottom-heated side-cooled
trapezoidal cavity (with wide top),42 partially bottom-heated side-
cooled porous trapezoidal cavity (with wide base) filled with ferro-
fluid,43 and partially layered porous trapezoidal cavity (with wide top)
filled with ferrofluid heated partially at the sidewall and cooled at
the top.44

When the conventional trapezoidal cavity consists of a modi-
fied wall/wavy wall(s) or obstructing block, the thermo-fluidic phe-
nomena become more complex under in a multiphysical scenario.
In this context, Selimefendigil and €Oztop45 investigated the effect of
undulation on the MHD buoyant convection of a CuO-water nano-
fluid-packed 3D trapezoidal cavity (with wide top) for the range of
Rayleigh number¼ 104–106; sidewall inclination¼ 0�, 15�, 30�, and
45�; Hartmann number¼ 0–40; and number of corrugation¼ 0–16
with a height of 0–0.5. They reported a 47.80% improvement in
heat transfer with 4% CuO nanoparticles and one triangular wave.
Later, Massoudi et al.46 studied the MHD buoyance-induced con-
vection in an Ag/Al2O3 hybrid nanofluid-filled side-heated inclined
porous square cavity with a cooled triangular wave at the right side.
For a single triangular wave, they studied the effect of wave height
and cavity inclination and found that the maximum heat transfer
was achieved at 15� cavity inclination angle and for a higher aspect
ratio of the triangular wave. In a recent study, the effect of a heated
triangular fin (fixed in height), on MHD thermal convection, placed
at the bottom of an inclined trapezoidal porous cavity (with wide
top) filled with a Cu-Al2O3-H2O hybrid nanofluid cooled at the
sides has been investigated by Almuhtady et al.47 They concluded
that a non-inclined cavity with a triangular fin improves the heat
transfer rate. A similar geometry has also been studied by
Ahmed48 considering a partially layered porous structure and with
Cu-Al2O3-H2O hybrid nanofluids without magnetic field. In this
study, the base width of the triangle has been varied for a fixed
height. They observed 95.60% enhanced heat transfer at a lower
thermal conductivity ratio (¼0.1). In a recent study, Massoudi et
al.49 studied the effect of multiple trapezoid-shaped heated fins
placed at the bottom of a tilted T-shaped cavity filled with a multi-
walled carbon nanotube (MWCNT) nanoliquid. In fact, the buoy-
ant convection in a trapezoidal cavity has also been studied by con-
sidering trapezoidal heated blocks,50 circular hot obstacles,51

circular hot/cold/adiabatic obstacles,52 and rotating adiabatic
obstacles.53

Thus, it is safe to say that although buoyant convection in a con-
ventional trapezoidal cavity has been studied extensively, no prior
study is available on M-shaped trapezoidal cavities in a multiphysical
scenario. To bridge this gap, in the current study, a numerical investi-
gation is performed to explore the thermo-fluidic transport process in
a novel M-shaped enclosure filled with permeable material along with
Al2O3-Cu hybrid nanoparticles suspended water under the influence
of a horizontal magnetizing field. To exercise the influence of geomet-
ric parameters, a classical trapezoidal cavity is modified with an
inverted triangle at the top to construct the M-shaped cavity. The cav-
ity is heated isothermally from the bottom and cooled from the top,
whereas the inclined sidewalls are insulated. The role of geometric
parameters on the thermal performance is scrutinized thoroughly by
changing the sidewall inclination, number of top wall undulations,
and height of the top inverted triangular undulation under similar
boundary conditions. The experiment is conducted by considering a
wide range of parameters like sidewall angles (c), number of undula-
tions (n) and height (d) of the top triangular undulations, modified
Rayleigh number (Ram), Darcy number (Da), Hartmann number
(Ha), and hybrid nanoparticle concentrations (u). Furthermore, an
artificial neural network (ANN) technique is implemented and tested
to predict the overall thermal behavior of the novel cavity to predict
new cases. Thus, the outcome of this investigation can be very helpful
for the design, optimization, and flow control of complex trapezoid-
shaped geometries.

II. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION AND MATHEMATICAL
MODEL

A schematic diagram of the chosen problem in a two-
dimensional Cartesian coordinate system is depicted in Fig. 1. Figure
1(a) shows a conventional trapezoidal cavity (with wide base) having a
top wall-length L and cavity height H (where L¼H) and a sidewall
inclination of c (with the vertical axis). The cavity is heated isother-
mally (at a temperature Th) from the bottom and cooled from the top
(at a temperature Tc< Th), while the sidewalls are insulated thermally.
The enclosure is filled with water-based Cu-Al2O3 hybrid nanofluid
saturated porous layers. A uniform magnetizing field (of strength B) is
imposed from the left to right along the horizontal axis. To explore the
effect of the geometric shape, the conventional trapezoidal cavity is
reconstructed into a novel M-shaped cavity [as in Fig. 1(b)] keeping
the same base length and height. This reconstruction is achieved by
modifying the top horizontal wall into an inverted single triangular
undulation (n¼ 1, with a depth d).

For the mathematical modeling of the above-said physical model,
we assume that the hybrid nanofluid flow is within the laminar zone,
incompressible in nature, and Newtonian with the validity of the
Boussinesq assumption. The solid walls are assumed impermeable and
the no-slip condition persists. It is assumed that the mixture of Cu and
Al2O3 nanopowders is spherical and identical in size (having a diame-
ter of �1nm). The nanoparticles and carrier fluid (with Pr¼ 5.83) are
in local thermal equilibrium (there exist the same temperature for the
flowing fluid and porous material) situations and a single-phase
homogeneous model is applicable as there is no agglomeration or sedi-
mentation.9–11 Here, the Brinkman–Forchheimer–Darcy model7,54 is
adopted for modeling the porous matrix (having porosity e¼ 0.8).55,56

In this study, the induced magnetic Reynolds number is smaller fol-
lowing Maxwell’s law of magnetic induction.57 Furthermore, the Hall
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effect and Joule heating effect are also negligible,57 while the contribu-
tion due to thermal radiation and viscous dissipation effects are
insignificant.58

Considering the previously mentioned assumptions, the govern-
ing transport equations for a two-dimensional flow in the Cartesian
coordinate system (X, Y) becomes45

@U
@X
þ @V
@Y
¼ 0; (1)

1
e
@U
@s
þ 1

e2
U
@U
@X
þ V

@U
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� �
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e2
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þ @
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p ffiffiffiffiffiffi
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 !
V

�
qf

q
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(3)

@h
@s
þ U

@h
@X
þ V

@h
@Y

� �
¼ a

af

@2h
@X2
þ @2h
@Y2

� �
; (4)

where all the physical variables are defined in the ‘Nomenclature’ sec-
tion. However, the above dimensionless equations (1)–(4) are derived
by introducing the following scale variables:

ðX;YÞ ¼ ðx; yÞH�1; ðU ;VÞ ¼ ðu; vÞHa�1f ; s ¼ taf H�2;

h ¼ ðT � TcÞðTh � TcÞ�1; P ¼ ðp� paÞH2q�1a�2f ;
(5)

where the Prandtl number Pr ¼ �f
af
, the Darcy number Da ¼ K

H2, the

Darcy–Rayleigh number Ram ¼
gbf ðTh�TcÞKH

�f af
, the Hartmann number

Ha ¼ BH
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rf =lf

q
, and the Forchheimer coefficient Fc ¼ 1:75ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

150e3
p . The

following dimensionless boundary conditions are adopted to solve the
transport equations (1)–(4):

• U¼V ¼ 0, h¼ 1 for the heated bottom wall,
• U¼ 0, V ¼ 0, h¼ 0 for the cooled top wall, and
• U¼V ¼ 0, @h=@Y ¼ 0 for the adiabatic sidewalls.

As mentioned earlier, the porous bed modeling is carried out fol-
lowing the Forchheimer–Brinkman–Darcy approach, which is repre-
sented by Eqs. (2) and (3). These equations comprise of the inertial
frictional term Forchheimer coefficient (Fc) and the porous media per-
meability Kð¼ e3d2ps=150ð1� eÞ2Þ, which is based on the porosity e,
and average particle size dps of the porous material.16 In Eq. (4),
the thermal conductivities of both the porous material ðkpsÞ and flow-
ing fluid ðkÞ16 are adopted following the porosity-based correlation
ðekþ ð1� eÞkpsÞ based on the local thermal equilibrium condition.
Likewise, the effective thermal diffusivity a ¼ ðekþ ð1� eÞkpsÞ=ðqCPÞ
is also calculated.

The volumetric concentration of Cu-Al2O3 hybrid nanoparticles
is denoted by the symbol u and it is expressed as

u ¼ uAl2O3
þ uCu: (6)

The physical properties of the base fluid (water) and nanoparticles
(Cu and Al2O3) are presented in Table I.

However, the effective physical properties of the hybrid nanofluid
are estimated following some empirical relations listed in Table II.
Here, the subscripts f and s correspond to the carrier fluid and nano-
particles (Cu and Al2O3). It is pertinent to note that, in most of the
published work the thermal and electrical conductivities and the
dynamic viscosity have been calculated by following theoretical mod-
els.57,59 Such a theoretical approach fails to predict the correct physical
properties for Cu-Al2O3/water hybrid nanofluids.

56 To bridge this gap,
we have utilized the actual experimental dataset of thermal conductiv-
ity and viscosity properties from Suresh et al.,11 which are presented in
Table III. The impact of choosing the correct dynamic viscosity and
thermal conductivity are depicted in Table IV in terms of the average

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the physical domain including the coordinate system
and boundary conditions: (a) trapezoidal cavity and (b) M-shaped cavity.

TABLE I. Physical properties of the base fluid (water) and nanoparticles (Cu and
Al2O3).

13

Properties Water Cu Al2O3

a (kg m�3) 1.47� 10�7 1.11� 10�4 131.7� 10�7

b (K�1) 21� 10�5 1.67� 10�5 0.85� 10�5

cp (J kg
�1 K�1) 4179 385 765

k (W m�1 K�1) 0.613 401 40
l (kg m�1 s�1) 9.09� 10�4 � � � � � �
q (kg m�3) 997.1 8933 3970
r (lS cm�1) 0.5 5.96� 107 1� 10�10
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Nu and associated error levels using both experimental data11 and the
classical models (Table II). The relative error level with the classical
models is very high. The changes are found remarkably high and it
confirms for selecting the experimental data for the present study.
Therefore, the present approach (using the experimental thermophysi-
cal properties) ensures the correct prediction of the thermo-fluid phe-
nomena of a hybrid nanofluid in an M-shaped cavity.

In order to evaluate the quantity of physical interest, the average
Nusselt number (Nu) at the active walls is evaluated from the solved
data of temperature, which is expressed as

Nu ¼ k
kf

1
S

ðS
0

�
� @h
@N

����
wall

�
dS: (7)

Here, ‘S’ is the active length of the wall and ‘N’ is the normal direction
on the active wall. To obtain the fluid-flow structure, streamlines are
generated by solving the stream function (w), which is defined as

� @w
@X
¼ V and

@w
@Y
¼ U : (8)

III. METHOD OF SOLUTIONS

The dimensionless transport equations (5)–(8) are solved numer-
ically using the written FORTRAN-based computing code following

the finite volume method (FVM). The dimensional equations are first
non-dimensionalized using scaling variables and then they are discre-
tized and transformed into linear algebraic equations. The domain of
interest is split into several appropriate rectangular meshes (along with
the x and y directions) to form smaller control volumes. To capture
the correct flow structure and thermal boundary layer thickness, finer
meshes are distributed near the walls. Now, the transformed algebraic
equations are solved iteratively over the finite control volume adopting
the alternate direction implicit (ADI) scheme and the tri-diagonal
matrix algorithm (TDMA).60 The solution is stabilized by adopting
the third-order upwind scheme (QUICK) for the convective terms (as
in the momentum and energy equations), while the diffusion terms
are taken care by adopting the second-order central differencing
scheme. The iterative process is continued until the converged solution
is obtained by setting relative error levels of 10�8 and 10�10 for the
maximum residuals and the mass defect, respectively. To reduce
the total computational time, successive over-relaxation (SOR) of the
under-relaxed solutions is adopted. The details of this method of solu-
tion can be found in the published works of Refs. 5, 14, and 26.

A. Code validation

The accuracy of the presently developed solver has been exhaus-
tively validated by simulating different types of problems from the

TABLE II. Correlations for evaluating the effective thermophysical properties of hybrid nanofluids.56

Properties Correlations

Density (q) q ¼ ð1� uÞqf þ uqs, where uqs ¼ uAl2O3
qAl2O3

þ uCu qCu

Specific heat capacity (qcp) ðqcpÞ ¼ ð1� uÞðqcpÞf þ uðqcpÞs, where u ðqcpÞs ¼ uAl2O3
ðqcpÞAl2O3

þ uCu ðqcpÞCu
Thermal expansion coefficient (qb) ðqbÞ ¼ ð1� uÞðqbÞf þ u ðqbÞs, where u ðqbÞs ¼ uAl2O3

ðqbÞAl2O3
þ uCu ðqbÞCu

Thermal conductivity (k) k ¼ kf

�
ðks þ 2kf Þ � 2uðkf � ksÞ
ðks þ 2kf Þ þ uðkf � ksÞ

�
, where u ks ¼ uCukCu þ uAl2O3

kAl2O3

Electrical conductivity (r) r ¼ rf

�
1þ 3ðrs=rf � 1Þu
ðrs=rf þ 2Þ � ðrs=rf � 1Þu

�
, where urs ¼ uCurCu þ uAl2O3

rAl2O3

Thermal diffusivity (a) a ¼ k
ðqcpÞ

Viscosity (l) l ¼
lf

ð1� uÞ2:5

TABLE III. Experimental dataset of viscosity and thermal conductivity of hybrid
nanofluids.11

u ð%Þ uCuð%Þ uAl2O3
ð%Þ l (kg m�1 s�1) k (W m�1 K�1)

0.1 0.0038 0.0962 0.000 972 0.619 982
0.33 0.0125 0.3175 0.001 098 0.630 980
0.75 0.0285 0.7215 0.001 386 0.649 004
1.0 0.0380 0.9620 0.001 602 0.657 008
2.0 0.0759 1.9241 0.001 935 0.684 992

TABLE IV. Heat transfer prediction using experimental data11 and model-based cor-
relations (as in Table II) and associated error levels for various Ram and fixed values
of Da¼ 10�3, Ha¼ 30, n¼ 1, c¼ 30�, u¼ 0.1%.

Ram

Average Nu
with experimental

l, k (Ref. 11)

Average Nu
with modeled l, k

(Table II)
Relative
error (%)

10 1.785 1.571 11.99
100 2.896 2.195 24.21
1000 10.106 9.097 9.98
10 000 18.975 17.165 9.54
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published literature based on natural14 or mixed convection61 as well
as bioconvection28,62 under various multiphysical scenarios.63 As a
basic step, the in-house code is tested against the in-house experimen-
tal results based on natural convection.64 In the context of the present
work, again two validation studies on natural convection porous and
non-porous systems are performed consulting the works of Nguyen
et al.6 and Ghasemi et al.65 Nguyen et al.6 have demonstrated a
numerical study on Cu–water nanofluid flow in a porous-filled cavity
(left wall hot and right wall cold) and Ghasemi et al.65 have reported a
differentially heated (non-porous) cavity filled with Al2O3–water
nanofluid under a horizontal magnetic field. In both of these works,
Pr¼ 6.2. The input parameter ranges and output estimates for the
average Nu, and the maximum stream function (jwjmax) are indicated
in Table V. The product of the Darcy number (Da) and the fluid-
based Rayleigh number (Ra) gives the values of the Darcy number.
The buoyancy term of the momentum equation is ultimately based on
the fluid-based Ra irrespective of the system types (porous or non-
porous system). For this reason, the Ra values are indicated in this
table. The accuracy of the present computing code is assessed for dif-
ferent physical systems (porous and non-porous) by predicting

Nu and jwjmax their errors. These results confirm that the present code
performance is in good agreement with the published results.6,65

B. Mesh refinement

The present problem involves complex geometry along with mul-
tiphysical situations including a thermal gradient, porous substance,
magnetizing field, hybrid nanofluid, etc. A solution of the computa-
tional domain is challenging utilizing the written code. For this, the
selection of appropriate mesh is very important. In this study, the slant
wall at the sides and undulated walls at the top of the cavity are
approximated through the proven technique of staircase model66 with
a zigzag line without compromising the numerical accuracy. Thus,
rectangular grids are densely structured non-uniformly to map the
slant surfaces. A similar technique of the staircase model has already
been used efficiently in earlier works25,26,62,63 considering various wall
curvatures. For clarity, a typical mesh structure for the computational
domain is illustrated in Fig. 2 for a single undulation n¼ 1, height
d¼ 0.3, and side angles c¼ 30�.

Before performing the thorough simulation, we have conducted a
mesh refinement test by evaluating the average Nu along the heated

TABLE V. Validation test of the present computing code by simulating results of Nguyen et al.6 and Ghasemi et al.65 for Pr¼ 6.2.

Ram Da Ra Ha e u

Published results Present results Errors (%) in estimates of

Nu jwjmax Nu jwjmax Nu jwjmax

A. Nguyen et al.6 for a porous system
103 10�2 105 0 0.4 0.05 3.433 7.308 3.387 7.112 1.340 2.682

0.6 0.05 3.850 8.026 3.816 7.878 0.883 1.844
0.8 0.05 4.162 8.548 4.138 8.434 0.577 1.334

103 10�4 107 0 0.8 0.05 9.901 16.079 9.936 16.033 �0.353 0.286
105 10�2 107 0 0.4 0.05 14.101 28.454 14.078 27.760 0.163 2.439

B. Ghasemi et al.65 for a non-porous system
105 0 0 4.738 11.053 4.776 11.270 �0.802 �1.963

0.02 4.820 11.313 4.857 11.529 �0.768 �1.909
15 0 4.143 8.484 4.168 8.612 �0.603 �1.509

0.02 4.179 8.615 4.243 8.866 �1.531 �2.914
60 0 1.851 2.623 1.857 2.626 �0.324 �0.114

0.02 1.831 2.518 1.897 2.663 �3.605 �5.759

FIG. 2. Mesh structure of an M-shaped
cavity for a single undulation n¼ 1, height
d¼ 0.3, and side angle c¼ 30�.
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wall. For this, different combinations of mesh structure of 330� 70,
370� 110, 400� 140, 430� 170 are tested by calculating the average
Nu at varying Ram for Da¼ 10�3, Ha¼ 30, c¼ 0�, n¼ 1, d¼ 0.3,
u¼ 0.1%. The test results of the average Nu on the grid structure and
successive errors (in %) are presented in Table VI. From the compari-
son, it is observed that the cumulative error levels are<1% with a
400� 140 mesh size. In fact, changes in the average Nu for mesh sizes
beyond 400� 140 are insignificant. Thus, the mesh size 400� 140 is
selected for further simulation.

IV. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

The present work addresses the thermo-fluidic transport process
in a novel M-shaped enclosure, filled with permeable material along
with Al2O3-Cu hybrid nanoparticles suspended water under the influ-
ence of a horizontal magnetizing field. For this, a classical trapezoidal
cavity is modified with an inverted triangle at the top to construct the
M-shaped cavity. The external body force in the form of magnetic
force acts horizontally on the electrically conducting fluid to control
the flow and heat transport process. A detailed analysis of the M-
shaped cavity is illustrated systematically. The present study covers a
wide range of influencing parameters, viz., sidewall angle (c¼ 0�, 15�,
30�, 45� and 60�), undulation number (n¼ 0, 1, 2 and 4), undulation
height (d¼ 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7), modified Rayleigh number
(Ram¼ 10–104), and Darcy number (Da¼ 10�5–10�1), Hartmann
number (Ha¼ 0–70), keeping the hybrid nanoparticle concentration
fixed at u¼ 0.1%.

For proper understanding, initially, a conventional trapezoidal
cavity (with a wide base), which is formed from a classical square cav-
ity by increasing its heating length at the bottom, is taken for study.
Then, an inverted triangular undulation (of depth d) is adopted at the
top by modifying the cold wall to construct an M-shaped cavity to see
the impact of the cooling area enhancement and undulations on the
thermo-fluid phenomena. The working fluid volume of the M-shaped
cavity is modified by its side angle (c), which in turn increases the
heating area. The working fluid volume drops by a rising cooling sur-
face that rises with an increase in the heating surface of the M-shaped
cavity. To explore in-depth flow-physics, different thermophysical
parameters (like Ram, Da, and Ha) along with the geometric parame-
ters (n, d, and c) are chosen and discussed in the results.

Sections IVA–IVG discuss the effect of different shapes; the
impact of increasing the cooling length (Lc) by changing d; the impact
of varying the cooling length with undulations; the impact of increas-
ing the heating length (Lh) by changing the side angle (c); and the
impact of Da and Ha, respectively. Empirical correlations are devel-
oped to predict the heat transfer by regression analysis using

MATLAB and a new concept of thermal management with the artifi-
cial neural network.

A. Evolution/formation of M-shaped cavity

The evolution/formation of an M-shaped cavity has been initi-
ated from a trapezoidal cavity as if it is assumed that a square-shaped
cavity rises its bottom heating length (Lh) by modifying side vertical
angles (c). In general, a square cavity (L¼H and c¼ 0�), with a bot-
tom heated and top cooled is purely unstable and pertaining to the
Rayleigh Benard problem. 32 There are plenty of research works on
this phenomenon. Therefore, a study of the classical square-shaped
cavity is skipped here. The study is started with a trapezoidal cavity
with increasing the heating length (Lh), and then it is extended further
by increasing the side angle. After achieving a steady-state solution for
a sidewall angle, the top cooling surface length (Lc) is changed to an
inverted triangular shape, this is our considered novel M-shaped cav-
ity. Figure 3 shows the evolution of the flow structure and static tem-
perature through streamlines and isotherms for different shapes of the
trapezoidal cavity at c¼ 15� (heating length Lh¼ 1.536, cooling length
Lc¼ 1.0) in the first column, c¼ 30� in the second column, with
c¼ 30� and d¼ 0.1 in third column for Ram¼ 103, Da¼ 10�3,
Ha¼ 30, and n¼ 1. The trapezoidal cavity at low sidewall inclination
c¼ 15� reveals multiple vortices like the unstable nature of flow phe-
nomenon; this may be a transition feature from the square cavity to
the trapezoidal cavity at this low sidewall angle. Further increase in the
side angle to c¼ 30� (heating length Lh¼ 2.155, cooling length
Lc¼ 1.0) yields a stable solution such that bottom heating generates a
buoyancy force, which in turn generates a vertical flow over the adia-
batic sidewalls. The fluid releases the heat at the top cold surface;
opposite directional flow collides at the middle of the top cold wall
and cold fluid moves vertically downward about the central plane of
the trapezoidal cavity. This ultimately forms one right side anticlock-
wise circulation (RAC) and another left side clockwise circulation
(LCC) symmetrically distributed in the cavity. Further rise in the side-
wall angle (c¼ 45�) shows a similar stable solution and this is
intentionally omitted in this section (as shown in Sec. IVE). However,
now an M-shaped cavity is formed with undulations of d¼ 0.1
with c¼ 30�. This reveals the alteration in strength and size of
streamlines.

Now, the isotherms at c¼ 15� show fluctuations or zigzag pat-
terns of the static temperature in the cavity owing to the presence of
multiple circulation cells. These isotherms become smooth and regular
at c¼ 30� for the M-shaped cavity as observed. Interestingly, the shape
of the isotherm contours shows a falling liquid-droplet shape. This
finding is very unique. Of course, changing the top flat wall into an
inverted triangle alters the shape of the isotherm contours markedly.
With the formation of an M-shaped cavity for fixed c, two phenomena
occur together: decrease in the working fluid volume and increase in
the cooling length. An increase in the cooling length may increase the
thermal energy exchange in between the hot and cold walls. This leads
to more strength of streamlines; whereas, a reduction in the working
fluid volume may reduce the flow strength in the M-shaped cavity.
The resultant effect will dictate the ultimate heat transfer rate and flow
strength. Here, the flow strength drops but heat transfer increases as
noted from the isotherm gradients at the bottom wall. The flow
strength diminishes, owing to the dominating effect of reduction in
the working fluid volume. The above analysis clearly illustrates the

TABLE VI. Mesh refinement test for varying Ram at Da¼ 10�3, Ha¼ 30, c¼ 0�,
n¼ 1, d¼ 0.3, and u¼ 0.1%.

Ram

Average Nusselt number (consecutive error in %)

330� 70 370� 110 400� 140 430� 170

10 1.276 1.259 (1.42%) 1.252 (0.49%) 1.251 (0.08%)
100 1.331 1.312 (1.45%) 1.305 (0.54%) 1.304 (0.08%)
1000 6.203 6.104 (1.62%) 6.061 (0.71%) 6.055 (0.09%)
10 000 12.441 12.235 (1.68%) 12.138 (0.80%) 12.125 (0.11%)
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benefit of reconstructing the conventional trapezoidal cavity into an
M-shaped cavity.

B. Effect of different shapes for varying the modified
Rayleigh number (Ram)

The modified Rayleigh number (Ram) represents the strength of
fluid flow by convection through a porous medium and it plays a
major role in the thermo-fluid flow analysis in natural convection
environments. This section presents the effect of different modified
Rayleigh numbers (Ram¼ 10, 102, 104) by streamlines and isotherms
for Da¼ 10�3, Ha¼ 30, n¼ 1, d¼ 0.3, and c¼ 30� in Fig. 4. The first
row and third row show the streamlines of trapezoidal and M-shaped
cavities, whereas the second and fourth rows present the correspond-
ing isotherms. The M-shaped cavity is chosen here for a depth or
amplitude of d¼ 0.2. The streamline contours (for both trapezoidal
and M-shaped cavities) show two symmetrical circulations (RAC,
LCC) about the mid vertical plane; but their strength and shape are
different. The isotherms show a similar pattern for both cavity shapes
except for variations in the temperature zone. The pattern of isotherms
at Ram of 10 are stratified lines and bend downward from both the
sidewalls toward the center; the temperature is higher at the sidewalls
and low at the center horizontally. This predicts the flow in an upward
direction over the slanting sidewall as revealed in the streamlines. It is
revealed that the M-shaped cavity generates a higher strength of
streamlines relative to the trapezoidal cavity. The reason may be due
to more cooling wall-length (compared to Sec. IVA), which dominates
over the effect of working fluid volume reduction and thus gains in the

flow strength. The M-shaped cavity shows a higher clustering of iso-
therms at the bottom wall, indicating more heat transfer to the fluid.

To discuss the impact of Ram, this study chooses Ram in such a
way as to predict the thermo-flow physics from conduction-
dominated situations to highly convection-dominated regimes. An
Ram of 10 means that the flow situation is conduction dominated,
implying very low flow and weak circulation, and isotherms are paral-
lel from the left to the right wall. As Ram rises to 102, the convection
effect begins and thereby the strength of circulation is enhanced. The
isotherms show noticeable change, the fluid temperature at sidewall
rises, and the central zone sags downward more. At a higher Ram of
104, where the flow situation is dominated by stronger convection, a
very high strength of circulation in streamlines (which shows a lung-
like shape) is revealed. The developed central plume-like isotherms act
downward in the middle of the cavity. The isotherm concentration at
the bottom wall rises as Ram increases, which corresponds to a lower
thermal boundary layer thickness and a higher rate of heat transfer.
The isotherm lines take the shape of a long-necked glass bottle.

To distinguish the magnitude of heat transfer, the average Nu
is plotted with Ram for trapezoidal and M-shaped cavities in Fig. 5
for Da¼ 10�3, Ha¼ 30, n¼ 1, d¼ 0.2, and c¼ 30�. Here, the Nu
curve shows an increasing trend as Ram increases and it is true for
any shape of the cavity. The slope of the Nu curve is smaller at
lower ranges of Ram � 102 due to conduction dominance, and for
Ram > 102 the slope is markedly higher with increasing Ram due to
strong convection dominance. Furthermore, the plot shows that
the M-shaped cavity results in a larger heat transfer and that the
transfer rate increases with Ram for all cases. The impact of Ram is
significant relative to the shape.

FIG. 3. Effect of different shapes of the M-shaped cavity on the thermo-fluid flow structure by varying c at Ram¼ 103, Da¼ 10�3, Ha¼ 30, and n¼ 1.
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To gain more insight into the flow physics, the local velocity and
temperature profiles at the middle horizontal plane of the trapezoidal
and M-shaped cavity are presented by Fig. 6. Both the profiles are
symmetrical about the vertical midplane. The magnitude of velocity at
the sidewalls is zero and rises with þve values, indicating an upward
flow at both walls. After achieving a certain magnitude, its value drops
and becomes –ve at the center of the cavity; this predicts the formation
of two symmetrical circulations (LCC and RAC) as noted in the flow
streamlines. The M-shaped cavity shows a more –ve value of velocity,
implying a larger strength of circulations. The temperature profiles
show a higher temperature of the fluid at the sidewalls and become a

minimum at the center of the cavity, the temperature gradient devel-
ops with the flow. This gradient is more for the M-shaped cavity, indi-
cating more heat transfer in this cavity compared to the trapezoidal
cavity.

C. Impact of increase in the cooling length
by changing the depth of undulation (d)

The transport of heat energy in the cavity can be controlled by
altering the cooling length (Lc), which is addressed in anM-shaped cav-
ity by changing the amplitudes d (¼ 0.1, 0.3, 0.5). The thermo-physics

FIG. 4. Impact of different shapes of the cavity for varying Darcy–Rayleigh numbers (Ram) on the flow structures and temperature distribution when Da¼ 10�3 and Ha¼ 30.
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is represented by streamlines and isotherms at Ram¼ 103, Da¼ 10�3,
Ha¼ 30, n¼ 1, c¼ 30� in Fig. 7. An increase in d clearly reveals a gain
in the strength of fluid circulation (up to d¼ 0.3). The reduction of
flow strength (from the reduction in the working fluid volume due to a
rise in the undulation depth/amplitude d) is compensated by a higher
effect of cooling length (Lc) for the same heating load. As a result, the
flow strength rises with an increase in the cooling length despite a drop
in the working fluid volume. At a higher depth of undulation d¼ 0.5,
the flow strength drops may be due to the dominating effect of the
working fluid volume. Furthermore, the shape of the circulation cells is
modified and its core shifts downward. The isotherms show more clus-
tering effect toward the heated wall, Nu rises with an increase in d. Of
course, with a higher undulation depth, the tip of the inverted triangle
comes closer to the heated wall, which helps to improve the heat trans-
fer, which can be realized from the average Nu values. The variation of
average Nu is illustrated in Fig. 8 for d¼ 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7. It
reveals a rise in Nu with increasing d for all Ram, the impact is higher
at large Ram. All the curves show a diverging pattern as d and Ram
increase.

In order to get insight into the mathematical correlation between
different variables for their entire range, a mathematical expression is
derived to predict the average Nu for all considered Ram and d values.
This is carried out through a regression analysis in a MATLAB plat-
form and the correlation is given in Eq. (9). This will help researchers
find the average Nu value at any setpoint of Ram and d for an M-
shaped cavity.

Nu ¼ b1 þ b2Ram þ b3dþ b4Ramdþ b5Ra
0:5
m : (9)

The coefficients for Eq. (9) are as follows:

b1 b2 b3

0.027 756 218 322 544 �0.001 247 952 967 885 4.487 332 578 852 177
b4 b5

0.001 646 147 727 421 0.244 454 291 580 770

D. Impact of varying the cooling length by changing
the number of undulations (n)

The effect of increasing the cooling length (Lc) on the thermal
performance of the M-shaped cavity is also exercised by incorporating
more undulations (n). This section presents the impact of varying the
cooling length by n (¼ 0, 2, 4) in Fig. 9 for Ram¼ 103, Da¼ 10�3,
Ha¼ 30, and d¼ 0.3, c¼ 30�. For ease of comparison, n¼ 0 (no
undulations) is presented in the first column. The rise in cooling
length (with reduction in the fluid volume) with more undulations
generates viscous force, consequently producing flow separation in the
upper portion of the cavity. Furthermore, the valley in between two
undulations acts as an isolated zone and leads to flow separation due
to the presence of a sharp change in the cooling wall shape. However,
as for streamlines, the inclusion of undulations (n > 1) causes a drop
in the strength of circulation for the considered amplitudes d¼ 0.3.
Interestingly, the single undulation (n¼ 1) of Fig. 7 reveals the maxi-
mum strength of circulation. The reduction of circulation strength for
more undulations is due to flow separation on the top portion of the
cavity near the undulated wall for a larger cooling length and sharp
change in the flow path. The isotherms show clustering at the bottom
wall as undulation rises (compared to the no-undulation case). Due to
flow separation in the valley of the undulations, there exists stagnant
cold fluid.

FIG. 5. Heat transfer characteristics in terms of the average Nu for different
Darcy–Rayleigh numbers (Ram), for different shapes when Da¼ 10�3, Ha¼ 30,
n¼ 1, d¼ 0.2, and c¼ 30� (for the M-shaped cavity).

FIG. 6. Local velocity (a) and temperature
(b) profiles (vertical) for different shapes
when Ram¼ 103, Da¼ 10�3, Ha¼ 30,
n¼ 1, d¼ 0.2, and c¼ 30� (for the M-
shaped cavity).
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The overall heat transfer rate in terms of the average Nu is plotted
in Fig. 10 for varying Ram at Da¼ 10�3, Ha¼ 30, d¼ 0.3, and c¼ 30�.
The Nu curve shows an increasing trend with increasing Ram. The
maximum average Nu value is seen at n¼ 1, while the heat transfer
for n¼ 2 and 4 remain in between the line of n¼ 0 and 1. Therefore,
undulation, one or more, raises the heat transfer rate (compared to the
no-undulation case). The rate of increase in the cooling length (Lc)

and change in the working fluid volume reduction with the heat trans-
fer rate for different d for all undulations are tabulated in Table VII for
Ram¼ 103, Da¼ 10�3, Ha¼ 30, and c¼ 30�. Such a quantitative anal-
ysis on the overall heat transfer due to changes in the depth and num-
ber of undulations is very important. The table shows the heat transfer
augmentation with increase in the depth or amplitudes of undulations
for all the undulation numbers. It is noted that as d increases from 0 to
0.5 (dimensionless), the effective cooling length (Lc) increases to
41.42% (for n¼ 1), 123.60% (for n¼ 2), and 312.0% (for n¼ 4), while
the effective fluid volume decreases to 15.84% (for n¼ 1), 15.84% (for
n¼ 2), and 15.84% (for n¼ 4). However, heat transfer enhancement
goes up to 61.01% (for n¼ 1), 54.87% (for n¼ 2), and 48.68% (for
n¼ 4) compared to no undulation (n¼ 0) of the cavity. Interestingly,
n¼ 1 and d¼ 0.5 is the optimum choice for improved heat transfer.
There is no change in the working fluid volume with increase in n for
fixed values of d. The impact of n is different for different values of d.
Heat transfer arises when n¼ 1 (compared to the no-undulation case)
but the maximum rise depends on d. This is because of the evolved
viscous force and corresponding flow separation at high amplitudes
with more undulations. This is an interesting finding of this study.

E. Impact of increase in the heating length
for M-shaped cavity

Sections IVA–IVD describe the effect of the cooling length (Lc)
on the fluid flow and heat transfer for a fixed heating length. This sec-
tion discusses the impact of the heating length (Lh) on a fixed cooling
length (Lc). This has been done by altering the sidewall inclination
angle c (0�, 15�, and 45�) at Ram¼ 103, Da¼ 10�3, Ha¼ 30, n¼ 1,
and d¼ 0.3 and the flow physics is presented by streamlines and iso-
therms contours in Fig. 11. Enforcing the inclination angle at the side

FIG. 7. Effect of the cooling length on the flow structures and temperature distribution by varying d at Ram¼ 103, Da¼ 10�3, Ha¼ 30, n¼ 1, and c¼ 30�.

FIG. 8. Heat transfer characteristics in terms of the average Nu for different
Darcy–Rayleigh numbers (Ram), for different cooling lengths when Da¼ 10�3,
Ha¼ 30, n¼ 1, and c¼ 30�.
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adiabatic walls leads to an increase in the streamline intensity; conse-
quently, the strength of flow circulation increases. As a result, the
shape of the streamline contours changes markedly. An increase in the
heating length (Lh) due to an increase in c produces more thermal
energy transport, which modifies the isotherms, and thus the value of
Nu increases markedly. Interestingly, the static temperature lines were
distorted significantly. This change in the average Nu for c¼ 0�–60� is

elucidated in Fig. 12 for the considered Ram when d¼ 0.3, Da¼ 10�3,
and Ha¼ 30. Likewise, the average Nu is an increasing function of c
for all Ram. The higher the c value, the higher is the average Nu. This
is due to the increase in effective heating Lh.

FIG. 9. Effect of the cooling length on the flow structures and temperature distribution by varying n when Ram¼ 103, Da¼ 10�3, Ha¼ 30, d¼ 0.3, and c¼ 30�.

FIG. 10. Heat transfer characteristics in terms of the average Nu for different
Darcy–Rayleigh numbers (Ram), for different cooling lengths when Da¼ 10�3,
Ha¼ 30, d¼ 0.3, and c¼ 30�.

TABLE VII. Effect of increase in the cooling length (Lc) by increasing d for
Ram¼ 103, Da¼ 10�3, Ha¼ 30, and c¼ 30�.

n d¼ 0.1 d¼ 0.2 d¼ 0.3 d¼ 0.5

Increase in cooling length 1 0.198 0.077 0.166 0.414
% Increase in cooling length 1.98 7.70 16.61 41.42
Increase in Nu 0.183 1.560 2.464 4.663
% Increase in Nu 2.39 20.41 32.24 61.01
Decrease in volume 0.050 0.100 0.150 0.250
% Decrease in volume 3.16 6.33 9.508 15.84
Increase in cooling length 2 0.077 0.281 0.562 1.236
% Increase in cooling length 7.70 28.06 56.20 123.60
Increase in Nu 0.416 0.858 1.630 4.936
% Increase in Nu 5.44 11.22 21.33 54.87
Decrease in volume 0.050 0.100 0.150 0.250
% Decrease in volume 3.17 6.32 9.51 15.84
Increase in cooling length 4 0.281 0.887 1.600 3.123
% Increase in cooling length 28.06 88.67 160.00 312.00
Increase in Nu 0.326 0.808 1.228 3.722
% Increase in Nu 4.25 10.57 16.06 48.68
Decrease in volume 0.050 0.100 0.150 0.250
% Decrease in volume 3.17 6.34 9.51 15.84
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The analysis of the increased heating length Lh due to the increase
in c (¼ 0�, 15�, 45�) is further extended for the change in the depth or
amplitude of the undulation d¼ 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 and summarized in
Table VIII. It is noted that with an increase in c from 0� to 45�, the
effective heating length (Lh) increases from 53.60% to 200.0%, while
the effective fluid volume increases from 26.8% to 100% and this
remains the same for all values of d. However, the heat transfer

enhances from 92.81% to 226.73% (for d¼ 0.1), 191.70% to 322.73%
(for d¼ 0.3), and 233.70% to 355.75% (for d¼ 0.5) compared to the
no-undulation (n¼ 0) case of the cavity. Here also, with an increase in
d, the percentage increase in the heating length (Lh) remains the same,

FIG. 11. Effect of heating length at different sidewall inclination (c) values when Ram¼ 103, Da¼ 10�3, Ha¼ 30, n¼ 1, and d¼ 0.3.

FIG. 12. Heat transfer characteristics in terms of the average Nu for different
Darcy–Rayleigh numbers (Ram), for different cooling lengths when n¼ 1, d¼ 0.3,
Da¼ 10�3, and Ha¼ 30.

TABLE VIII. Effect of increase in heating length (Lh) for Ram¼ 103, Da¼ 10�3,
Ha¼ 30, n¼ 1, and u¼ 0.1%.

d c¼ 15� c¼ 30� c¼ 45�

Increase in heating length 0.1 0.536 1.154 2.0
% Increase in heating length 53.60 115.40 200.0
Increase in Nu 2.503 5.128 6.115
% Increase in Nu 92.81 190.14 226.73
Increase in volume 0.268 0.577 1.0
% Increase in volume 26.80 57.70 100.0
Increase in heating length 0.3 0.536 1.154 2.0
% Increase in heating length 53.60 115.40 200.0
Increase in Nu 5.170 7.409 8.704
% Increase in Nu 191.70 274.72 322.73
Increase in volume 0.268 0.577 1.0
% Increase in volume 26.80 57.70 100.0
Increase in heating length 0.5 0.536 1.154 2.0
% Increase in heating length 53.60 115.40 200.0
Increase in Nu 6.303 9.139 9.595
% Increase in Nu 233.70 338.84 355.75
Increase in volume 0.268 0.577 1.0
% Increase in volume 26.8 57.7 100.0
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and a rise in the bottom wall-length increases the working fluid vol-
ume. This percentage of volume enhancement is also the same with
different d, it is obvious that the rate of enhancement of Nu is higher
for a change in c from 15� to 30� compared to that from 30� to 45�

side inclination angle. The reason is due to the high resistance over
sidewalls at a higher inclination c.

Finally, a mathematical correlation for the average Nu at different
values of Ram, d, and c within the considered study is developed,
which is given by

Nu ¼ b1 þ b2Ram þ b3dþ b4cþ b5Ramdþ b6Ramcþ b7dc

þ b8Ra
0:5
m þ b9d

2 þ b10c
2: (10)

The coefficients for Eq. (10) are as follows:

F. Impact of the Hartmann number (Ha) and Darcy
numbers (Da)

The permeability describes fluid flowability through a porous
medium; a low permeability opposes the flow, and the index of perme-
ability is measured by the Darcy number (Da). The magnitude of Da
dictates the flow strength, which in turn modulates the heat transfer
rate. Further to this, another controlling parameter, which is an exter-
nal magnetic field (B) that opposes the flow, is also used here by defin-
ing the Hartmann number (Ha). The involved flow physics is
significantly modulated depending on the values of Ha. This section
discusses the evolved flow physics by varying Da and Ha in Figs. 13
and 14 by streamlines and isotherms, respectively, for Ram¼ 103,
Ha¼ 30, c¼ 30�, and d¼ 0.3. The streamlines illustrate weak circula-
tion as Da increases. For the fixed value of Ram (¼ Ra � Da), an
increase in Da, drops the fluid Rayleigh number (Ra) which in turn
reduces the convective flow in the cavity, which is the reason for this
phenomenon. A similar pattern is revealed for all the considered Ha.
On the other hand, the flow strength drops with the rise of Ha for all
Da; the magnetic force opposes the flow. The flow strength is very
weak at Da of 10�1 with Ha of 70. The isotherms from Fig. 14 show
the combined effect of Da and Ha; the flow is dominated by the con-
duction mode (Da¼ 10�1) for Ha of 50 and 70 (due to a very weak
thermal gradient). The high temperature lines are distributed over the
sidewalls with rising in either Da or Ha. In general, the static tempera-
ture distribution is modified markedly depending on the values of Da
and Ha.

The variation of average Nu for varying Da and Ha at different
depths or amplitudes (d) of undulations is illustrated in Fig. 15 when
Ram¼ 103, n¼ 1, and c ¼ 30�. From Fig. 15(a), it is seen that as Da
increases, the average Nu decreases markedly due to a decrement in

thermal convection. A similar trend is noted for an increase in d.
Similarly, the average Nu drops with an increase in the intensity of
magnetic field Ha. To gain more insight into the flow-physics of the
M-shaped cavity, the velocity and temperature profiles (like Sec. IVB)
are illustrated with variations in Ram [in Figs. 16(a) and 16(b)], d
[Figs. 16(c) and 16(d)], n [Figs. 16(e) and 16(f)], and c [Figs. 16(g) and
16(h)]. The velocity fluctuation [Fig. 16(a)] is very less due to the con-
duction process of heat transfer (at Ram of 10). At Ram of 103, fluctua-
tions of the þve velocity at the sidewall and –ve velocity at the middle
are noted; these values become larger at Ram of 104 due to increased
convection. The temperature variation [Fig. 16(b)] increases the wall
temperature with Ram, and the difference between high temperature
and low temperature is more as Ram rises. Figure 16(c) shows that the
fluctuation of velocity increases with d and becomes high at d¼ 0.3,

which drops at d¼ 0.5. An increase in d for the temperature profile
[Fig. 16(d)] shows a drop in the low temperature, as a result, heat trans-
fer, consequently Nu rises. As n increases [Fig. 16(e)], single undulation
decreases more in –ve velocity, which in turn produces more flow
strength. n¼ 0 presents low fluctuation of velocity, i.e., low flow circula-
tion. The temperature profiles with n [Fig. 16(f)] show a rise in the fluc-
tuation of temperature, indicating more heat transfer with n (compared
to n¼ 0). From the impact of the side angle (c) in Figs. 16(g) and 16(h),
it is evident that the flow and temperature fluctuations rise, which in
turn increases the flow circulations as well as heat transfer.

G. Application of artificial neural network (ANN)

Today, artificial neural networks (ANNs) conquer the constraints
of regular methodologies. A particular condition structure is utilized
for preparing an ANN; however, adequate input/output information is
essential. When prepared effectively, an ANN can take in any linear/
nonlinear correlation from comparing the information of input–
output. Adjusting to the new information is accomplished after ANN
calculation is retrained several times. This neural network is designed
with three levels (the first level is the input level, the final level is the
output level, and the intermediate level is the hidden level) as described
in Fig. 17. In this design, the input layer consists of five neurons—top
surface amplitude (d), Darcy–Rayleigh number (Ram), sidewall incli-
nation (c), Hartman number (Ha), Darcy numbers (Da)—according
to the inputs of the system. The output layer consists of one neuron,
the Nusselt number (Nu). We have divided our dataset into three
parts: test dataset, training dataset, and validation dataset. The differ-
ent datasets are used for different purposes. With the help of the train-
ing dataset, we have guided the neural network. The weight function
of the network is corrected to minimize its error. Network

b1 b2 b3 b4

�5.546 587 203 545 222 �0.001 669 514 672 037 16.608 415 450 494 885 0.204 587 007 283 089
b5 b6 b7 b8

0.001 703 857 597 891 0.000 017 046 850 801 �0.449 662 178 722 465 0.232 915 984 486 418
b9 b10

1.349 876 098 233 759 �0.000 289 143 012 070
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generalizations are calculated with the help of a validation dataset and
we end the training process when generalizations do not get better.
The performance of the network during and after training is evaluated
with the help of the testing dataset. In this design, 85% of the total
dataset is used in the training process, 10% of the dataset is used for
testing, and the remaining dataset is used for estimating the perfor-
mance of the network.

For this design, we have used 20 neurons in the hidden layer.
The mean square error (MSE) is the normal squared distinction
among the results and targets. Small esteems are better. There is no
error if this value is zero. Figure 18 shows the variation of MSE for
the training, validation, and testing dataset with several epochs.
The figure shows that the best validation performance is 0.099 065
at epoch 21. After epoch 21, as the iteration error increases, the
iteration process has been stopped.

The value of linear regression is calculated by the correlation
between the results and targets. For close relation, this value is 1 and 0
otherwise. Figure 19 shows the regression for different datasets (train-
ing, validation, testing, and overall). From the figures, it is observed
that the regression factor is closer to 1, showing a strong correlation
between the input dataset and modeled dataset in this neural network.

To check the efficacy of the developed code using this ANN, a
comparative assessment of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
results with ANN predicted results is shown in Fig. 20 through the
average Nu. Both the CFD and predicted ANN results are presented in
Fig. 20(a) for different d by varying Ram at fixed values of Ha¼ 30,
n¼ 1, and c¼ 30�. Figure 20(b) shows the CFD and predicted ANN
results for various c by varying Ram for fixed values of Ha¼ 30, n¼ 1,
and d¼ 0.3. Similarly, the CFD and predicted ANN results for varying
Da and Ha at various d are shown in Figs. 20(c) and 20(d) while
Ram¼ 103, Ha¼ 30, n¼ 1, and c¼ 30�. The results show that the
average Nu as computed through the CFD technique is almost identi-
cal with the ANN predicted result. From this, it is established that the
ANN technique is quite efficient and capable of predicting the average
Nu with acceptable accuracy, justifying its extensive use.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The present work addresses the magnetohydrodynamic thermo-
fluidic transport process in a novel M-shaped enclosure filled with per-
meable materials along with Al2O3-Cu hybrid nanoparticles sus-
pended water. The investigation is carried out for various geometric
parameters: sidewall angles (c), number (n), and height (d) of the top

FIG. 13. Impact of Darcy numbers (Da), and Hartman number (Ha) on the flow structures when Ram¼ 103, Ha¼ 30, c¼ 30�, and d¼ 0.3.
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triangular undulations. The other flow-controlling parameters include
the modified Rayleigh number (Ram), Darcy number (Da), Hartmann
number (Ha), and hybrid nanoparticle concentrations (u). The pre-
sent study of the M-shaped cavity provides the following major
findings.

(a) The design of sidewall angle (c) is an important parameter
for influencing the evolved flow physics as a very low c corre-
sponds to a thermally unstable problem.

(b) An M-shaped cavity (compared to conventional trapezoidal)
reveals either a rise or drop in the flow strength depending upon

FIG. 14. Impact of the Darcy numbers (Da) and Hartman number (Ha) on the temperature contours when Ram¼ 103, Ha¼ 30, c¼ 30�, and d¼ 0.3.

FIG. 15. Impact of (a) Darcy numbers
(Da) and (b) Hartman number (Ha) on Nu
when Ram¼ 103, n¼ 1, and c ¼ 30�.
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FIG. 16. Local velocity [(a), (c), (e), and
(g)], and temperature [(b), (d), (f), and (h)]
profiles in an M-shaped cavity for [(a) and
(b)] different Darcy–Rayleigh numbers
(Ram), [(c) and (d)] d, [(e) and (f)] n, and
[(g) and (h)] c for different shapes when
Da¼ 10�3, Ha¼ 30.
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the magnitude of d. However, heat transfer rise is always promi-
nent and goes up to 61.01% for n¼ 1 and c¼ 30�.

(c) For a fixed value of c of the M-shaped cavity, the flow
strength rises as d rises up to d¼ 0.3; a further rise of d leads
to a drop in the flow strength.

(d) Heat transfer arises by raising the cooling length through d
for single- and multiple-undulation configurations despite
large volume reductions.

(e) The sidewall inclination angle c raises the strength of circula-
tion and consequently heat transfer by enlarging the heating
area. The impact of heating due to change in c¼ 15�–30� is
larger compared to c¼ 30�–45�. Heat transfer enhances
�355.75% for d¼ 0.5 and c¼ 45�.

(f) Heat transfer is enhanced when n is more (compared to no
undulation) but the maximum rise depends on d; because the

FIG. 17. The structure of an artificial neural network, input level with five neurons
and output level with one neuron corresponding to the system.

FIG. 18. Variation of MSE for the training, validation, and testing dataset with many
epochs.

FIG. 19. Linear regression fitted to input
data with modeled data for the (a) training
dataset, (b) validation dataset, (c) testing
dataset, and (d) overall dataset.
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evolved viscous force and corresponding flow separation at
high amplitudes with more undulations is obvious.

(g) A decrease in Da or Ha values causes a drop in the flow
strength and consequently a drop in heat transfer.

(h) The results show that the average Nu values as computed
through the CFD technique are almost identical with the
ANN-predicted results. These new concepts of ANN will help
researchers to predict the thermal energy transfer for any set
of data for such complicated shaped cavities involving
multiphysics.
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